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The components of the Standard Model necessary to describe the data are the electroweak

(EW) theory and perturbative Quantum Chromo Dynamics (pQCD). At leading order,

the EW theory supplies the cross sections for electron scattering from partons with electric

charge, i.e. the quarks. The EW theory is subject to pQCD corrections, which already at

next-to-leading order make the electron scattering sensitive to the gluons in the proton.

The dynamics of the partons, quarks and gluons, are described via their PDFs. The

PDFs provide the probability of finding a given parton with a momentum fraction x for

an interaction at a given factorisation scale, µf , which is usually chosen to be Q2. In

pQCD, the PDFs evolve with Q2 depending on the order of the strong coupling constant,

αs, at which the perturbative series is truncated. The analysis presented in this paper

was performed at next-to-leading order (NLO) in pQCD.

The ep cross sections measured at HERA were published after they were corrected for

leading order (LO) quantum-electrodynamic (QED) radiative effects. These are domi-

nated by initial- and final-state photon emission by the electron.

The neutral current (NC) cross section at all orders of pQCD for e±p scattering can be

written as [1]

d2σNC(e±p)

dxBjdQ2
=

2πα2

xBjQ4
[Y+ F̃2(xBj, Q

2)∓ Y− xF̃3(xBj, Q
2)− y2F̃L(xBj, Q

2)], (1)

where α is the fine-structure constant, Y± = 1 ± (1 − y)2 and F̃2(xBj, Q2), xF̃3(xBj, Q2)

and F̃L(xBj, Q2) are generalised structure functions. The sign in front of the xF̃3 term is

taken as positive for electrons and negative for positrons.

The F̃2 term in Eq. 1 is dominant at low Q2, where only the photon exchange is important.

The longitudinal structure function F̃L is only significant at very low Q2 and irrelevant

for this analysis. The xF̃3 term starts to contribute significantly to the cross section at

Q2 values approaching the mass of the Z-boson squared, M2
Z . The latter originates from

γ/Z interference and Z exchange and results in a decrease (increase) of the e+p (e−p)

cross sections, respectively.

The data were published as reduced cross sections which were defined for e−p and e+p

NC scattering as

σe±p
r,NC =

xBjQ4

2πα2
0

1

Y+

d2σ(e±p)

dxBjdQ2
= F̃2(xBj, Q

2)∓
Y−

Y+
xF̃3(xBj, Q

2)−
y2

Y+
FL(xBj, Q

2). (2)

In this definition, the fine-structure constant is fixed to α0, i.e. at scale zero. The QED

corrections applied to the data use a running α to correct the data accordingly.

The generalised structure functions depend on the longitudinal polarisation of the electron

beam, which is defined as

Pe =
NR −NL

NR +NL
, (3)
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(similar$equation$for$CC cross$section)
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where NR and NL are the numbers of right- and left-handed electrons in the beam.

In all orders, the functions F̃2
±

and xF̃3
±

can be split into structure-function terms

depending on γ exchange (F γ
2 ), Z exchange (FZ

2 , xF
Z
3 ) and γ/Z interference (F γZ

2 , xF γZ
3 )

as

F̃2
±
= F γ

2 − (ve ± Peae)χZF
γZ
2 + (v2e + a2e ± 2Peveae)χ

2
ZF

Z
2 , (4)

xF̃3
±
= −(ae ± Peve)χZxF

γZ
3 + (2veae ± Pe(v

2
e + a2e))χ

2
ZxF

Z
3 , (5)

where χZ is the relative strength of Z exchange with respect to photon exchange. These

structure functions depend on the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z boson to

the electron. The SM predictions for these couplings are ve = −1/2 + 2 sin2 θW and

ae = −1/2. The on-shell definition of sin2 θW = 1−M2
W/M2

Z was chosen for the analysis.

In the on-shell scheme, this definition is valid to all orders and MW becomes

MW =
A0

sin2 θW
!

(1− ∆R)
, (6)

where A0 =
"

πα0/
√
2GF = 37.28039GeV is a constant [24], GF is the Fermi coupling

constant and ∆R accounts for radiative corrections, the running of α and bosonic loop

corrections dominated by the influence of the mass of the top quark [24].

The relative strength of Z exchange with respect to γ exchange depends on the on-shell

sin2 θW and ∆R as

χZ =
1

sin2 2θW

Q2

M2
Z +Q2

1

1− ∆R
, (7)

where MZ is the pole mass of the Z boson. The value of χZ is 0.03 at Q2 = 185GeV2, the

lowest value of Q2 for which ZEUS published inclusive NC cross sections with polarised

beams and increases to 1.1 at Q2 = 50 000GeV2. Since from Eqs. 4 and 5 polarisation

only enters the structure functions via terms proportional to χZ or χ2
Z , it is evident that

beam polarisation predominantly affects the cross sections at high Q2.

Although this analysis was performed at NLO in QCD, the dominant contributions of the

data sets can be identified by considering the structure functions in the framework of the

QPM. In this framework, the structure functions can be written in terms of sums and

differences of the quark and anti-quark PDFs as

[F γ
2 , F

γZ
2 , FZ

2 ] =
#

q

[e2q, 2eqvq, v
2
q + a2q ]x(q + q̄), (8)

[xF γZ
3 , xFZ

3 ] =
#

q

[eqaq, vqaq]2x(q − q̄), (9)
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(where$ΔR$accounts$for$radiative$corrections)

where vq and aq are the respective vector and axial-vector couplings of the quark q to

the Z boson, and eq is the electric charge of the quark. The PDFs of the quarks and

anti-quarks are denoted q and q̄, respectively.

At any order in pQCD, all quarks kinematically accessible at HERA, i.e. all quarks except

the top quark, have to be considered in Eqs. 8 and 9, but the sums are dominated by u-

and d-quark contributions. It is assumed throughout the analysis that all u-type quarks

have the same couplings, as do all d-type quarks. The SM predictions for the couplings

are vu = 1/2− 4/3 sin2 θW , au = 1/2 and vd = −1/2 + 2/3 sin2 θW , ad = −1/2.

For most of the HERA phase space, χ2
Z ≪ χZ and thus the influence of pure Z exchange

is small. In addition, ve ≈ 0.04 is small. Thus in Eqs. 4 and 5 the axial-vector couplings

are determined predominantly through the term −aeχZxF
γZ
3 and the vector couplings

through the term −PeaeχZF
γZ
2 . Thus the data obtained with polarised electron beams

are crucial for a precise determination of the vector couplings. Nevertheless, it is the

combination of all data that provides the final precision.

The charged current (CC) cross sections provide direct information on MW . Taking

polarisation into account, they can be written as

d2σCC(e+p)

dxBjdQ2
= (1 + Pe)

G2
FM

4
W

2πxBj(Q2 +M2
W )2

x [(ū+ c̄) + (1− y)2(d+ s+ b)] , (10)

d2σCC(e−p)

dxBjdQ2
= (1− Pe)

G2
FM

4
W

2πxBj(Q2 +M2
W )2

x [(u+ c) + (1− y)2(d̄+ s̄+ b̄)] . (11)

It follows from Eq. 6 that the coupling GF can be rewritten in terms of sin2 θW and MW

as

GF =
πα0√

2 sin2 θW M2
W

1

1− ∆R
. (12)

Substituting GF into Eqs. 10 and 11 parameterises the dependence of the CC cross sections
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NC structure$functions$in$QPM:

where NR and NL are the numbers of right- and left-handed electrons in the beam.

In all orders, the functions F̃2
±

and xF̃3
±

can be split into structure-function terms

depending on γ exchange (F γ
2 ), Z exchange (FZ

2 , xF
Z
3 ) and γ/Z interference (F γZ

2 , xF γZ
3 )

as

F̃2
±
= F γ

2 − (ve ± Peae)χZF
γZ
2 + (v2e + a2e ± 2Peveae)χ

2
ZF

Z
2 , (4)

xF̃3
±
= −(ae ± Peve)χZxF

γZ
3 + (2veae ± Pe(v

2
e + a2e))χ

2
ZxF

Z
3 , (5)

where χZ is the relative strength of Z exchange with respect to photon exchange. These

structure functions depend on the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z boson to

the electron. The SM predictions for these couplings are ve = −1/2 + 2 sin2 θW and

ae = −1/2. The on-shell definition of sin2 θW = 1−M2
W/M2

Z was chosen for the analysis.

In the on-shell scheme, this definition is valid to all orders and MW becomes

MW =
A0

sin2 θW
!

(1− ∆R)
, (6)

where A0 =
"

πα0/
√
2GF = 37.28039GeV is a constant [24], GF is the Fermi coupling

constant and ∆R accounts for radiative corrections, the running of α and bosonic loop

corrections dominated by the influence of the mass of the top quark [24].

The relative strength of Z exchange with respect to γ exchange depends on the on-shell

sin2 θW and ∆R as

χZ =
1

sin2 2θW

Q2

M2
Z +Q2

1

1− ∆R
, (7)

where MZ is the pole mass of the Z boson. The value of χZ is 0.03 at Q2 = 185GeV2, the

lowest value of Q2 for which ZEUS published inclusive NC cross sections with polarised

beams and increases to 1.1 at Q2 = 50 000GeV2. Since from Eqs. 4 and 5 polarisation

only enters the structure functions via terms proportional to χZ or χ2
Z , it is evident that

beam polarisation predominantly affects the cross sections at high Q2.

Although this analysis was performed at NLO in QCD, the dominant contributions of the

data sets can be identified by considering the structure functions in the framework of the

QPM. In this framework, the structure functions can be written in terms of sums and

differences of the quark and anti-quark PDFs as

[F γ
2 , F

γZ
2 , FZ

2 ] =
#

q

[e2q, 2eqvq, v
2
q + a2q ]x(q + q̄), (8)

[xF γZ
3 , xFZ

3 ] =
#

q

[eqaq, vqaq]2x(q − q̄), (9)
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The components of the Standard Model necessary to describe the data are the electroweak

(EW) theory and perturbative Quantum Chromo Dynamics (pQCD). At leading order,

the EW theory supplies the cross sections for electron scattering from partons with electric

charge, i.e. the quarks. The EW theory is subject to pQCD corrections, which already at

next-to-leading order make the electron scattering sensitive to the gluons in the proton.

The dynamics of the partons, quarks and gluons, are described via their PDFs. The

PDFs provide the probability of finding a given parton with a momentum fraction x for

an interaction at a given factorisation scale, µf , which is usually chosen to be Q2. In

pQCD, the PDFs evolve with Q2 depending on the order of the strong coupling constant,

αs, at which the perturbative series is truncated. The analysis presented in this paper

was performed at next-to-leading order (NLO) in pQCD.

The ep cross sections measured at HERA were published after they were corrected for

leading order (LO) quantum-electrodynamic (QED) radiative effects. These are domi-

nated by initial- and final-state photon emission by the electron.

The neutral current (NC) cross section at all orders of pQCD for e±p scattering can be

written as [1]

d2σNC(e±p)

dxBjdQ2
=

2πα2

xBjQ4
[Y+ F̃2(xBj, Q

2)∓ Y− xF̃3(xBj, Q
2)− y2F̃L(xBj, Q

2)], (1)

where α is the fine-structure constant, Y± = 1 ± (1 − y)2 and F̃2(xBj, Q2), xF̃3(xBj, Q2)

and F̃L(xBj, Q2) are generalised structure functions. The sign in front of the xF̃3 term is

taken as positive for electrons and negative for positrons.

The F̃2 term in Eq. 1 is dominant at low Q2, where only the photon exchange is important.

The longitudinal structure function F̃L is only significant at very low Q2 and irrelevant

for this analysis. The xF̃3 term starts to contribute significantly to the cross section at

Q2 values approaching the mass of the Z-boson squared, M2
Z . The latter originates from

γ/Z interference and Z exchange and results in a decrease (increase) of the e+p (e−p)

cross sections, respectively.

The data were published as reduced cross sections which were defined for e−p and e+p

NC scattering as

σe±p
r,NC =

xBjQ4

2πα2
0

1

Y+

d2σ(e±p)

dxBjdQ2
= F̃2(xBj, Q

2)∓
Y−

Y+
xF̃3(xBj, Q

2)−
y2

Y+
FL(xBj, Q

2). (2)

In this definition, the fine-structure constant is fixed to α0, i.e. at scale zero. The QED

corrections applied to the data use a running α to correct the data accordingly.

The generalised structure functions depend on the longitudinal polarisation of the electron

beam, which is defined as

Pe =
NR −NL

NR +NL
, (3)

2

where NR and NL are the numbers of right- and left-handed electrons in the beam.

In all orders, the functions F̃2
±

and xF̃3
±

can be split into structure-function terms

depending on γ exchange (F γ
2 ), Z exchange (FZ

2 , xF
Z
3 ) and γ/Z interference (F γZ

2 , xF γZ
3 )

as

F̃2
±
= F γ

2 − (ve ± Peae)χZF
γZ
2 + (v2e + a2e ± 2Peveae)χ

2
ZF

Z
2 , (4)

xF̃3
±
= −(ae ± Peve)χZxF

γZ
3 + (2veae ± Pe(v

2
e + a2e))χ

2
ZxF

Z
3 , (5)

where χZ is the relative strength of Z exchange with respect to photon exchange. These

structure functions depend on the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z boson to

the electron. The SM predictions for these couplings are ve = −1/2 + 2 sin2 θW and

ae = −1/2. The on-shell definition of sin2 θW = 1−M2
W/M2

Z was chosen for the analysis.

In the on-shell scheme, this definition is valid to all orders and MW becomes

MW =
A0

sin2 θW
!

(1− ∆R)
, (6)

where A0 =
"

πα0/
√
2GF = 37.28039GeV is a constant [24], GF is the Fermi coupling

constant and ∆R accounts for radiative corrections, the running of α and bosonic loop

corrections dominated by the influence of the mass of the top quark [24].

The relative strength of Z exchange with respect to γ exchange depends on the on-shell

sin2 θW and ∆R as

χZ =
1

sin2 2θW

Q2

M2
Z +Q2

1

1− ∆R
, (7)

where MZ is the pole mass of the Z boson. The value of χZ is 0.03 at Q2 = 185GeV2, the

lowest value of Q2 for which ZEUS published inclusive NC cross sections with polarised

beams and increases to 1.1 at Q2 = 50 000GeV2. Since from Eqs. 4 and 5 polarisation

only enters the structure functions via terms proportional to χZ or χ2
Z , it is evident that

beam polarisation predominantly affects the cross sections at high Q2.

Although this analysis was performed at NLO in QCD, the dominant contributions of the

data sets can be identified by considering the structure functions in the framework of the

QPM. In this framework, the structure functions can be written in terms of sums and

differences of the quark and anti-quark PDFs as
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where MZ is the pole mass of the Z boson. The value of χZ is 0.03 at Q2 = 185GeV2, the

lowest value of Q2 for which ZEUS published inclusive NC cross sections with polarised

beams and increases to 1.1 at Q2 = 50 000GeV2. Since from Eqs. 4 and 5 polarisation

only enters the structure functions via terms proportional to χZ or χ2
Z , it is evident that

beam polarisation predominantly affects the cross sections at high Q2.

Although this analysis was performed at NLO in QCD, the dominant contributions of the

data sets can be identified by considering the structure functions in the framework of the

QPM. In this framework, the structure functions can be written in terms of sums and

differences of the quark and anti-quark PDFs as
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(where$ΔR$accounts$for$radiative$corrections)

where vq and aq are the respective vector and axial-vector couplings of the quark q to

the Z boson, and eq is the electric charge of the quark. The PDFs of the quarks and

anti-quarks are denoted q and q̄, respectively.
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the top quark, have to be considered in Eqs. 8 and 9, but the sums are dominated by u-

and d-quark contributions. It is assumed throughout the analysis that all u-type quarks

have the same couplings, as do all d-type quarks. The SM predictions for the couplings

are vu = 1/2− 4/3 sin2 θW , au = 1/2 and vd = −1/2 + 2/3 sin2 θW , ad = −1/2.

For most of the HERA phase space, χ2
Z ≪ χZ and thus the influence of pure Z exchange

is small. In addition, ve ≈ 0.04 is small. Thus in Eqs. 4 and 5 the axial-vector couplings

are determined predominantly through the term −aeχZxF
γZ
3 and the vector couplings

through the term −PeaeχZF
γZ
2 . Thus the data obtained with polarised electron beams

are crucial for a precise determination of the vector couplings. Nevertheless, it is the

combination of all data that provides the final precision.

The charged current (CC) cross sections provide direct information on MW . Taking

polarisation into account, they can be written as

d2σCC(e+p)

dxBjdQ2
= (1 + Pe)
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4
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It follows from Eq. 6 that the coupling GF can be rewritten in terms of sin2 θW and MW

as

GF =
πα0√

2 sin2 θW M2
W

1

1− ∆R
. (12)

Substituting GF into Eqs. 10 and 11 parameterises the dependence of the CC cross sections

on sin2 θW .

3 Experimental setup

The analysis is based on inclusive cross sections for ep scattering published by the H1 [8–

15] and ZEUS [4–7, 16–23] collaborations for both the HERA II and HERA I periods. A

description of all data sets, including their respective integrated luminosities was published

previously [3]. All data sets were taken as input individually; data sets were not combined,

in contrast to the HERAPDF2.0 analysis.
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NC structure$functions$in$QPM:

where NR and NL are the numbers of right- and left-handed electrons in the beam.

In all orders, the functions F̃2
±

and xF̃3
±

can be split into structure-function terms

depending on γ exchange (F γ
2 ), Z exchange (FZ

2 , xF
Z
3 ) and γ/Z interference (F γZ

2 , xF γZ
3 )

as

F̃2
±
= F γ

2 − (ve ± Peae)χZF
γZ
2 + (v2e + a2e ± 2Peveae)χ

2
ZF

Z
2 , (4)

xF̃3
±
= −(ae ± Peve)χZxF

γZ
3 + (2veae ± Pe(v

2
e + a2e))χ

2
ZxF

Z
3 , (5)

where χZ is the relative strength of Z exchange with respect to photon exchange. These

structure functions depend on the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z boson to

the electron. The SM predictions for these couplings are ve = −1/2 + 2 sin2 θW and

ae = −1/2. The on-shell definition of sin2 θW = 1−M2
W/M2

Z was chosen for the analysis.

In the on-shell scheme, this definition is valid to all orders and MW becomes

MW =
A0

sin2 θW
!

(1− ∆R)
, (6)

where A0 =
"

πα0/
√
2GF = 37.28039GeV is a constant [24], GF is the Fermi coupling

constant and ∆R accounts for radiative corrections, the running of α and bosonic loop

corrections dominated by the influence of the mass of the top quark [24].

The relative strength of Z exchange with respect to γ exchange depends on the on-shell

sin2 θW and ∆R as

χZ =
1

sin2 2θW

Q2

M2
Z +Q2

1

1− ∆R
, (7)

where MZ is the pole mass of the Z boson. The value of χZ is 0.03 at Q2 = 185GeV2, the

lowest value of Q2 for which ZEUS published inclusive NC cross sections with polarised

beams and increases to 1.1 at Q2 = 50 000GeV2. Since from Eqs. 4 and 5 polarisation

only enters the structure functions via terms proportional to χZ or χ2
Z , it is evident that

beam polarisation predominantly affects the cross sections at high Q2.

Although this analysis was performed at NLO in QCD, the dominant contributions of the

data sets can be identified by considering the structure functions in the framework of the

QPM. In this framework, the structure functions can be written in terms of sums and

differences of the quark and anti-quark PDFs as

[F γ
2 , F

γZ
2 , FZ

2 ] =
#

q

[e2q, 2eqvq, v
2
q + a2q ]x(q + q̄), (8)

[xF γZ
3 , xFZ

3 ] =
#

q

[eqaq, vqaq]2x(q − q̄), (9)
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#Z⨠ #Z2 and$ve ≈$0.04:
vq from polarised F2γZ
aq from unpolarised xF3γZ
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The components of the Standard Model necessary to describe the data are the electroweak

(EW) theory and perturbative Quantum Chromo Dynamics (pQCD). At leading order,

the EW theory supplies the cross sections for electron scattering from partons with electric

charge, i.e. the quarks. The EW theory is subject to pQCD corrections, which already at

next-to-leading order make the electron scattering sensitive to the gluons in the proton.

The dynamics of the partons, quarks and gluons, are described via their PDFs. The

PDFs provide the probability of finding a given parton with a momentum fraction x for

an interaction at a given factorisation scale, µf , which is usually chosen to be Q2. In

pQCD, the PDFs evolve with Q2 depending on the order of the strong coupling constant,

αs, at which the perturbative series is truncated. The analysis presented in this paper

was performed at next-to-leading order (NLO) in pQCD.

The ep cross sections measured at HERA were published after they were corrected for

leading order (LO) quantum-electrodynamic (QED) radiative effects. These are domi-

nated by initial- and final-state photon emission by the electron.

The neutral current (NC) cross section at all orders of pQCD for e±p scattering can be

written as [1]

d2σNC(e±p)

dxBjdQ2
=

2πα2

xBjQ4
[Y+ F̃2(xBj, Q

2)∓ Y− xF̃3(xBj, Q
2)− y2F̃L(xBj, Q

2)], (1)

where α is the fine-structure constant, Y± = 1 ± (1 − y)2 and F̃2(xBj, Q2), xF̃3(xBj, Q2)

and F̃L(xBj, Q2) are generalised structure functions. The sign in front of the xF̃3 term is

taken as positive for electrons and negative for positrons.

The F̃2 term in Eq. 1 is dominant at low Q2, where only the photon exchange is important.

The longitudinal structure function F̃L is only significant at very low Q2 and irrelevant

for this analysis. The xF̃3 term starts to contribute significantly to the cross section at

Q2 values approaching the mass of the Z-boson squared, M2
Z . The latter originates from

γ/Z interference and Z exchange and results in a decrease (increase) of the e+p (e−p)

cross sections, respectively.

The data were published as reduced cross sections which were defined for e−p and e+p

NC scattering as

σe±p
r,NC =

xBjQ4

2πα2
0

1

Y+

d2σ(e±p)

dxBjdQ2
= F̃2(xBj, Q

2)∓
Y−

Y+
xF̃3(xBj, Q

2)−
y2

Y+
FL(xBj, Q

2). (2)

In this definition, the fine-structure constant is fixed to α0, i.e. at scale zero. The QED

corrections applied to the data use a running α to correct the data accordingly.

The generalised structure functions depend on the longitudinal polarisation of the electron

beam, which is defined as

Pe =
NR −NL

NR +NL
, (3)
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where vq and aq are the respective vector and axial-vector couplings of the quark q to

the Z boson, and eq is the electric charge of the quark. The PDFs of the quarks and

anti-quarks are denoted q and q̄, respectively.

At any order in pQCD, all quarks kinematically accessible at HERA, i.e. all quarks except

the top quark, have to be considered in Eqs. 8 and 9, but the sums are dominated by u-

and d-quark contributions. It is assumed throughout the analysis that all u-type quarks

have the same couplings, as do all d-type quarks. The SM predictions for the couplings

are vu = 1/2− 4/3 sin2 θW , au = 1/2 and vd = −1/2 + 2/3 sin2 θW , ad = −1/2.

For most of the HERA phase space, χ2
Z ≪ χZ and thus the influence of pure Z exchange

is small. In addition, ve ≈ 0.04 is small. Thus in Eqs. 4 and 5 the axial-vector couplings

are determined predominantly through the term −aeχZxF
γZ
3 and the vector couplings

through the term −PeaeχZF
γZ
2 . Thus the data obtained with polarised electron beams

are crucial for a precise determination of the vector couplings. Nevertheless, it is the

combination of all data that provides the final precision.

The charged current (CC) cross sections provide direct information on MW . Taking

polarisation into account, they can be written as
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as
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Substituting GF into Eqs. 10 and 11 parameterises the dependence of the CC cross sections

on sin2 θW .
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The analysis is based on inclusive cross sections for ep scattering published by the H1 [8–

15] and ZEUS [4–7, 16–23] collaborations for both the HERA II and HERA I periods. A

description of all data sets, including their respective integrated luminosities was published

previously [3]. All data sets were taken as input individually; data sets were not combined,

in contrast to the HERAPDF2.0 analysis.
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description of all data sets, including their respective integrated luminosities was published

previously [3]. All data sets were taken as input individually; data sets were not combined,

in contrast to the HERAPDF2.0 analysis.
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and$sensitivity$to$sin2"W,$and$MW
via$GF and$propagator

CC provides$further$sensitivity$to$
PDFs$(quark$flavour separation)$



QCD$and$electroweak$fit$to$HERA$data

simultaneous$NLO-QCD-and$LO-electroweak-fit$of$PDF$and$EW$parameters

6

• PDF$fit,$closely$follows$HERAPDF2.0$(EPJ C75 (2015) 580):
start$scale$Q02=1.9$GeV2

fixed,$or$from$sum$rules set$equal

13 free$PDF$parameters,$and 4 light$quark$NC-EW-couplings-(or$free$sin2"W /$MW)

model-and parameterisation
uncertainties as$in$HERAPDF2.0

ΔR$corrections$calculated$using$EPRC$code$
(H. Spiesberger, desy.de/~hspiesb/eprc.html)  

• HERA$NC and$CC inclusive$uncombined data$sets$as$input:
1. datasets$as$used$in$HERA$combination$(EPJ C75 (2015) 580):$

HERA$I$H1$and$ZEUS`$H1$and$ZEUS$reduced$Ep$data`$HERA$II$data$from$H1$(UNPOLARISED)

2. HERA-II-data-from-ZEUS-(POLARISED)



Q2min =$3.5$GeV2 – number$of$data$points$is$2942,$of$which$501$are$polarised
ZEUS$cross$section$data$(X2/NDF$=$1.12$for$fit$with$NC$couplings$free)

NC$and$CC$polarised DIS$data

7

NC and$CC$polarised e+p shown
ZEUS Coll., PRD 93, 092002 (2016)



PDF$results

8

agreement$with$equivalent$(13p)$fit$
with$EW couplings set$to$SM$
values

only$weak$correlation$between$
PDF and$electroweak parameters$
(QCD$part$of$fit$can$be$repeated$at$NNLO$
with$little$pull$on$EW$parameters)

(also$agrees$well$with$HERAPDF2.0
EPJ C75 (2015), 580)

ZEUS Coll., PRD 93, 092002 (2016)
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10

vector$and$axial$vector$couplings$
show$strong$correlation

NC$electroweak$couplings$– correlations



comparison$with$other$measurements

11

• excellent$sensitivity$to$u;type quark$couplings
• results$compatible$with$SM-expectation



improvement$from$using$all HERA$polarised data

12

I. Abt et al.,
PRD 94, 052007 (2016)

(arXiv:1604.05083)

independent$analysis$(HHFEWFZ)$performed,$
using$also$published$H1-polarised data-
(H1 Coll., JHEP 1209 (2012) 061)

HERA-II-polarised data-especially$important$for$vector-couplings



NC-coupling-determinations$from$I.-Abt et-al., included$in$PDG17-world-average-

comparison$with$other$results

13

I. Abt et al., PRD 94, 052007 (2016)
(arXiv:1604.05083)

ZEUS Coll., PRD 93, 092002 (2016)
(arXiv:1603.09628)
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sin2"W and$MW

• sin2"W fitted$as$parameter,$along$with$PDFs:

• MW and$PDF$parameters$fitted$simultaneously$(sin2"W=0.22333$fixed):

MW determination$from$space;like process,$complementary to$other$measurements

• sin2"W and$MW can$also$be$extracted$
from$the$HERA$inclusive$DIS$data

σNC (α, sin2"W,$MZ)
σCC (GF(α, sin2"W,$MW),$MW)

(simultaneous$extraction$of$sin2"W and MW (and$PDFs)$also$performed$as$cross$check`$results$consistent$with$PDG$
world$average$– see$backups)

ZEUS Coll., PRD 93, 092002 (2016)



effective$sin2"W

15

• measurements$from$full$dataset,$and$in$3-bins-of-Q2 (PDF$parameters$fixed)$
translated� to$effective$sin2"W

first$observation$

of$sin2"Weff
running from$
single-
machine

� procedure$from$Czarnecki and$Marciano,$IJMPA$15$(2000)$2365

ZEUS Coll., PRD 93, 092002 (2016)



• HERA$polarised inclusive$DIS$data$sensitive$to$electroweak$parameters$$$$$$$
→-simultaneous-PDF-and-EW-fits

• NC$vector and$axial;vector-couplings-to$quarks$agree$with$world$average$
and$SM$expectation

• measurements$of$u;type-quark-couplings-----------------------------------------------------
among$most$accurate$from$single$collider

• couplings$from$I.$Abt et$al.$(HHFEWFZ)$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
included$in$PDG17-world-average-

• sin2"W determined`$first$observation$of$sin2"Weff running-from$single$machine
• mass-of-W-boson-determined$in$space;like momentum$transfer$process

summary

16



extras



HERA:$world’s$only$ep$collider

562 pb'1 

Nov 02 – Mar07

193 pb'1

May 93 – Aug 00



PDF$fit$results$

comparison$with$HERAPDF2.0$
(EPJ C75 (2015), 580)



Q2min =$3.5$GeV2 – number$of$data$points$is$2942,$of$which$501$are$polarised
ZEUS$cross$section$data$(X2/NDF$=$1.12$for$fit$with$NC$couplings$free)

NC$and$CC$polarised DIS$data

polarised e–p



correlation$matrix

ZEUS Coll., PRD 93, 092002 (2016)
(arXiv:1603.09628)



EW$parameter$cross$checks

• studies$performed$to$check$stability$of$EW$couplings$with$respect$to$
various$QCD$parameters



sin2"W and$MW

DIS$inclusive$cross$sections$depend$on$sin2"W through:

Neutral Current:
• $Z term$in$NC cross$section:

• NC vector$couplings$to$quarks:

where NR and NL are the numbers of right- and left-handed electrons in the beam.

In all orders, the functions F̃2
±

and xF̃3
±

can be split into structure-function terms

depending on γ exchange (F γ
2 ), Z exchange (FZ

2 , xF
Z
3 ) and γ/Z interference (F γZ

2 , xF γZ
3 )

as

F̃2
±
= F γ

2 − (ve ± Peae)χZF
γZ
2 + (v2e + a2e ± 2Peveae)χ

2
ZF

Z
2 , (4)

xF̃3
±
= −(ae ± Peve)χZxF

γZ
3 + (2veae ± Pe(v

2
e + a2e))χ

2
ZxF

Z
3 , (5)

where χZ is the relative strength of Z exchange with respect to photon exchange. These

structure functions depend on the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z boson to

the electron. The SM predictions for these couplings are ve = −1/2 + 2 sin2 θW and

ae = −1/2. The on-shell definition of sin2 θW = 1−M2
W/M2

Z was chosen for the analysis.

In the on-shell scheme, this definition is valid to all orders and MW becomes

MW =
A0

sin2 θW
!

(1− ∆R)
, (6)

where A0 =
"

πα0/
√
2GF = 37.28039GeV is a constant [24], GF is the Fermi coupling

constant and ∆R accounts for radiative corrections, the running of α and bosonic loop

corrections dominated by the influence of the mass of the top quark [24].

The relative strength of Z exchange with respect to γ exchange depends on the on-shell

sin2 θW and ∆R as

χZ =
1

sin2 2θW

Q2

M2
Z +Q2

1

1− ∆R
, (7)

where MZ is the pole mass of the Z boson. The value of χZ is 0.03 at Q2 = 185GeV2, the

lowest value of Q2 for which ZEUS published inclusive NC cross sections with polarised

beams and increases to 1.1 at Q2 = 50 000GeV2. Since from Eqs. 4 and 5 polarisation

only enters the structure functions via terms proportional to χZ or χ2
Z , it is evident that

beam polarisation predominantly affects the cross sections at high Q2.

Although this analysis was performed at NLO in QCD, the dominant contributions of the

data sets can be identified by considering the structure functions in the framework of the

QPM. In this framework, the structure functions can be written in terms of sums and

differences of the quark and anti-quark PDFs as

[F γ
2 , F

γZ
2 , FZ

2 ] =
#

q

[e2q, 2eqvq, v
2
q + a2q ]x(q + q̄), (8)

[xF γZ
3 , xFZ

3 ] =
#

q

[eqaq, vqaq]2x(q − q̄), (9)

3

where vq and aq are the respective vector and axial-vector couplings of the quark q to

the Z boson, and eq is the electric charge of the quark. The PDFs of the quarks and

anti-quarks are denoted q and q̄, respectively.

At any order in pQCD, all quarks kinematically accessible at HERA, i.e. all quarks except

the top quark, have to be considered in Eqs. 8 and 9, but the sums are dominated by u-

and d-quark contributions. It is assumed throughout the analysis that all u-type quarks

have the same couplings, as do all d-type quarks. The SM predictions for the couplings

are vu = 1/2− 4/3 sin2 θW , au = 1/2 and vd = −1/2 + 2/3 sin2 θW , ad = −1/2.

For most of the HERA phase space, χ2
Z ≪ χZ and thus the influence of pure Z exchange

is small. In addition, ve ≈ 0.04 is small. Thus in Eqs. 4 and 5 the axial-vector couplings

are determined predominantly through the term −aeχZxF
γZ
3 and the vector couplings

through the term −PeaeχZF
γZ
2 . Thus the data obtained with polarised electron beams

are crucial for a precise determination of the vector couplings. Nevertheless, it is the

combination of all data that provides the final precision.

The charged current (CC) cross sections provide direct information on MW . Taking

polarisation into account, they can be written as

d2σCC(e+p)

dxBjdQ2
= (1 + Pe)

G2
FM

4
W

2πxBj(Q2 +M2
W )2

x [(ū+ c̄) + (1− y)2(d+ s+ b)] , (10)

d2σCC(e−p)

dxBjdQ2
= (1− Pe)

G2
FM

4
W

2πxBj(Q2 +M2
W )2

x [(u+ c) + (1− y)2(d̄+ s̄+ b̄)] . (11)

It follows from Eq. 6 that the coupling GF can be rewritten in terms of sin2 θW and MW

as

GF =
πα0√

2 sin2 θW M2
W

1

1− ∆R
. (12)

Substituting GF into Eqs. 10 and 11 parameterises the dependence of the CC cross sections

on sin2 θW .

3 Experimental setup

The analysis is based on inclusive cross sections for ep scattering published by the H1 [8–

15] and ZEUS [4–7, 16–23] collaborations for both the HERA II and HERA I periods. A

description of all data sets, including their respective integrated luminosities was published

previously [3]. All data sets were taken as input individually; data sets were not combined,

in contrast to the HERAPDF2.0 analysis.
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Charged$Current:
• CC$cross$sections,$via$GF
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are determined predominantly through the term −aeχZxF
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through the term −PeaeχZF
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GF reFexpressed$through$sin2"W and$MW meaning$both$NC and$CC used$to$extract$sin2"W

$F and$GF are$most$important$for$sin2"W determination
MW sensitivity$comes$from$GF and$W$propagator$in$CC$events



sin2"W



simultaneous$extraction$of$sin2"W
and$MW (together$with$PDFs)$

also$performed$as$crossFcheck

sin2"W and$MW

PDG14:
sin2"W =$0.22333$± 0.00011$(onFshell)
MW =$80.385$± 0.015



comparison$of$NC$light$quark$couplings
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ZEUS Coll., PRD 93, 092002 (2016) (arXiv:1603.09628)

I. Abt et al., PRD 94, 052007 (2016) (arXiv:1604.05083)



PDF$fit$results$– HHFEWFZ$

comparison$with$HERAPDF2.0$
(EPJ C75 (2015), 580)



NC$polarised DIS$data$from$H1$and$ZEUS

Q2min =$3.5$GeV2 – X2/NDF$=$3556/3231=1.10$for$fit$with$NC$couplings$free

polarised e–p



correlation$matrix

I. Abt et al.,
PRD 94, 052007 (2016)

(arXiv:1604.05083)


